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Intention
With the concern with events and future trends, I create paintings that are
bright but depressing. Bold colors create a futuristic presence with a sense of
hopelessness. In the issue of identity, the disappearance of the figure becomes
captivated into its' surroundings, becoming unidentifiable and anonymous. From the
impression of movement, color vibrations, swelling, and warping, I show my interest in
weather patterns that began to inform my art. Through the disappearance, destruction
of the environment, and personal loss, my paintings have a feeling of dread. Regarding
the destruction of the environment, coral reefs play an essential role for local
communities and the world by contributing to local economies through tourism and
sustaining ecosystems where people can fish. With the loss of ocean life and vital
resources, there is a pull of density and buoyancy with death and decay themes.
The portraits are drowning underwater and feel wholly submerged, becoming
part of our damaged ecosystem deemed replaceable—shown through a blank
expression or not acknowledging the viewer. The colors focus on consuming the figure
in these distorted portraits showing damage translated through a concentration of
harshness around the eyes of discoloration emulating bruises, x-rays, and scabs. We
have become desensitized to information through the human condition and lack of
empathy, being invested and unmoved by the constant bombardment of news unless it
affects us. My work creates fluid meaning and frozen imagery of these relationships,
paradoxes, denials, and reinforcements. Through controlled lighting and artificial color
application to staged arrangements, it suggests ordinary beings and environments. I
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often create arrangements that show my interest in relationships between elements
from the external reality to create a seductive and unusual space.

Influences
Three artists who influence my work are Marilyn Minter, Ed Paschke, and Ivan
Albright. Marilyn Minter is an American visual artist who creates sensual paintings and
photographs in the photorealism style that blurs the line between commercial and fine
art. Marilyn Minter's work revolves around bodies concerning the imagery of fashion
and taboos on desire and sexuality. Her practice encompasses photography, as well as
painting and video art. Her paintings focus on closeups of half-opened mouths with wet
lips, glittery eyelids, and nail polished feet on high heels. Marilyn Minter examines the
relationship between the body, cultural anxieties about sexuality and desire, and
fashion imagery in visceral and gaudy paintings, photographs, and video works.
Minter is best known for glossy, hyper-realistic paintings in enamel on metal
that depict closeups of makeup-laden lips, eyes, and feet. She has paintings that show a
liquid-dripping gold-toothed smile or a pair of glistening high heels splashing in a
metallic fluid (Artnet). She also photographs body parts seen through panes of wet
glass, captured from dynamic and provocative angles that suggest the seductive,
disturbing nature of glamour. Like my process and practice, Minter selects
photographs to become templates for her paintings, executed with a dazzling technical
facility in multiple layers of paint (Guggenheim). She was initially rejected by the
critical establishment of her later large-scale photorealistic works.
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Over the past forty years, Marilyn Minter has created a body of work that scrutinizes
the layers of fantasy, aspiration, and desire that define the representation of femininity
in popular culture. While most of her early work is based on appropriated images
drawn from advertisements, fashion pages, and pornography, in the last decade, she
has begun to stage her own distinctively styled photographs, focusing juxtaposed
glamor on fragments of anatomy in moments of her paintings (Rosewood). She focuses
on the body's inevitable imperfections in its natural state and allowing reality to
intrude on the illusory standards of beauty perpetuated by the fashion industry.
Unmoored from the body, scaled up, and intensely cropped, the forms are at first
glance barely legible as a representational image, hovering seductively on the brink of
abstraction.
Marilyn Minter's art practice of imagery and process is similar to mine and
relates to my work by manipulating imagery in Photoshop using "dramatic lighting and
blurred effects" (Trigg). Minter influences me by the way she incorporates
photorealism and Pop art techniques in her art, continuing to investigate how the
beauty industry expertly creates and manipulates desire through images. In her
photography, shot with film, she uses conventional darkroom processes but does not
alter or digitally manipulate the picture. On the other hand, for her painted works, she
combines the negatives in photoshop to make a whole new image, which is then turned
into paintings by layering enamel paint on aluminum.
Ed Pashcke is the second artist that informs my work. He is an American artist
affiliated with the Chicago Imagists and known for his confrontational, colorful
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paintings, many of which depict society's marginal figures and reference pop culture,
often in a highly sexualized or grotesque manner (Blumberg). In the 1960s, he began
painting representational paintings. Like Minter's work, Pashcke had work that was
figurative and characterized by grotesque or risqué imagery and overt references to
pop culture, sexuality, and violence. In bold, neon, color, and in a style that synthesized
the effect of Andy Warhol's photo-based paintings with Photo-realism and Surrealism,
Paschke depicted mythical figures. He connected with the Chicago Imagists' work. His
work was so abstract; it was labeled as expressionist (Lorenzo). Ed Paschke influences
my work by having paintings that are bold and figurative. In my painting, Ode to Ed is a
Memoriam piece. I am often told that my paintings remind viewers of Ed Paschke. from
the use of subject matter, colors, and scale, my art emulates his style. His subject
matter is bold and confrontational from the subjects of abstracted people and the scale
of the paintings.
The third artist that inspires my work is Ivan Albright. Albright creates
paintings "famous for his richly detailed paintings of ghoulish subjects" portraying the
body's vulnerability—to age, disease, and death—in works that provoked outrage and
admiration (Art Institute). Albright was one of the first artists I was interested in from
a young age. His hyperdetailed and meticulous painting techniques were something I
strived to emulate in my work. Through high contrast and detailed skin imperfections,
he has darker elements that are shown from the way he paints the figure. Albright was
fascinated by the aging process and created images of everyday people that highlighted
every wrinkle, hair, blemish, and bulge and often took ten hours to paint each square
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inch. He had no interest in landscapes and would instead paint his thumb because
more accessible and can see what it is all about (Smithsonian). Albright's style defies
simple stylistic categorization, "the combination of intense realism with garish color
contrasts have led most art historians to associate his work with magic realism"
(Britannica).
Between Marilyn Minter, Ed Pashcke, and Ivan Albright, besides that they are all
painters, their art concepts have a relationship. In their art, they all have concepts of
seduction, figurative, and detailed techniques. Each has an advanced color palette,
whether it is highly saturated like Ed Paschke's or more muted like Ivan Albrights'.
From illusory standards of beauty perpetuated from the vulnerability of the fashion
industry, celebrities and aging, their concepts are ideas and visual styles that I
incorporate into my paintings.

Concepts
Fundamental issues that I see in contemporary art are sustainability and
environmental issues. A fundamental issue in contemporary painting is sustainability
because painters often use toxic chemicals and mediums in their arts like resins,
turpentine, and lead-based paint. Ecological art is another issue that I see as
substantial that is similar to environmental issues. Ecological art inspires caring and
respect, stimulates dialogue, and encourages the long-term flourishing of the social and
natural environments in which we live. It commonly manifests as socially engaged,
activist, community-based restorative, or interventionist art. I often worry about the
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events and trends of the future, and "reflecting on these ecological perils; many
contemporary artists have become climate activists, using their work as a platform to
raise awareness and imagine a more sustainable future" (Lee). The COVID-19
pandemic has shown us that collective global action against an existential threat is
possible. Moreover, art can be a "beacon of hope, lighting the way and compelling us to
act" (Lee).
The BP oil spill of the five million barrels of oil spilled into the Gulf of Mexico
affected marine life in ways we cannot see (Biello). The oil dispersed and effects will
not be known for years, which passed onto plankton, the base of the food chain in the
ocean. Dramatic impacts have occurred, such as development issues, jeopardized
immune systems, and death. Tumors and lesions are now found in fish who were
exposed to the spill. Evidence shows that the effects of the oil spill will be part of the
Gulf Coast for many years (Biello).
I see my work relating to the environmental issues ideas that I am bringing into
my work by raising awareness to the viewers. Through the disappearance, destruction
of the environment, and personal loss, my paintings have a feeling of dread and beauty.
Regarding the destruction of the environment, coral reefs play an essential role for
local communities and the world by contributing to local economies through tourism
and sustaining ecosystems where people can fish. With the loss of ocean life and vital
resources, there is a pull of density and buoyancy with death and decay themes. I have
been observing how far removed we are from nature. I have been evolving my work
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away from formal concerns and working towards a deeper relationship to systems,
processes, and phenomena related to social concerns.
From disbelief through mass media outlets, not everyone believes in global
warming or temperature. Regarding sustainability and the harm humans have on the
environment, I think about water from the ocean's ruin and how there is a constant
theme of a liquidity style in my paintings. The sea level rises due to melting ice sheets
that can soon flood hundreds of cities. It affects communities in vulnerable places on
the coast, such as California, Florida, New Jersey, and South Carolina. Not only is this
detrimental, but the amount of livable land will diminish and force people to relocate
to overpopulated areas elsewhere. With my climate-based pieces, I decided to create a
series on this, focusing on the silhouettes and shapes of vulnerable states prone to
flooding. I titled the series "Coastal Concerns."
When water is too warm, not only are we affected, but "corals expel the algae
(zooxanthellae) living in their tissues, causing the coral to turn completely white"
(NOAA). Coral bleaching has been accelerating, and I wanted to explore the
relationship between humans and corals by overlaying these dead, white corals onto a
solemn face that looks like human bones submerged in a blue color field of water. I am
exploring absence in what parts are essential and missing within my paintings. The
figures begin to become distorted in the condition of disappearance that is inevitable.
Corals are a crucial income for millions of people and contribute "to fishing and
tourism industries and the coastal protection" (National History Museum).
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The types of imagery I am looking at are portraits, glamorized with bright lights.
Using images of beautiful people contrasts how I manipulate the imagery by adding the
portrait's disintegration in themes of death, decay, and rot to talk about climate
change. With identity, the faces are anonymous, standards of beauty but by contrast,
the disappearance of the coral reefs and temperature rise. Much as advertisements use
the most aesthetically beautiful and symmetrical faces to catch people's attention, I
query the same idea in my paintings.
Through sustainability, "we are in danger of losing what makes the ocean such
an important and special place to so many of us, who rely on it for livelihoods, food,
recreation and moments of wonder" unless we do something about it (Zivian). We can
reduce greenhouse gas pollution, including carbon dioxide emissions that cause
warming and ocean acidification (Zivian). As we move towards clean energy and away
from fossil fuels as a society, we must ensure a just transition for impacted workers,
cultures, and communities.

Process
The role of the photograph and realism in my work is to capture the attention of
my audience. People tend to feel a connection to something they can understand or
relate to. I feel like nothing is more personal than having a link to another human and
identifying that with critical features like eyes, noses, or lips. The photograph in my
work is my reference and starting point when I paint. The role of the photograph and
realism in my work informs and drives my concepts, acting as the primary focus. Using
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facial information is "processed by our brain in such a way that we immediately make
judgments about, for example, attractiveness or masculinity or interpret personality
traits or moods of other people" (Diego-Mas). The face begins to become smothered
with organic and figurative elements. The digitization look creates a new visual
dialogue derived from my infatuation and hatred of the digital age. The digital
processes I am using emphasize the digitization look from the ease of editing
capabilities to drive the idea that we are now in the age of misinformation rather than
information.
By manipulating the images, I am using, I am destructively altering the photos,
making them unrecognizable. In the issue of identity, the disappearance of the figure
becomes captivated into its' surroundings, becoming unidentifiable and anonymous.
From the impression of movement, color vibrations, swelling, and warping, I show my
interest in imagery of weather patterns that began to inform my art. Through the
disappearance, destruction of the environment, and personal loss, my paintings have a
feeling of dread. The portraits are drowning underwater and feel wholly submerged,
becoming part of our damaged ecosystem deemed replaceable—shown through a
blank expression or not acknowledging the viewer. I began to overlay patterns and
imagery of dead corals and silhouettes of states in the United States prone to flooding
to drive my concepts. The silhouettes of the states overlay onto the face and create
shapes and forms that define the spatial areas. The photorealism of specific features in
my paintings, specifically the eyes and mouths, pulls the viewer in and grabs their
attention. The portraits that have rendered eyes are confronting the viewer. I use
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imagery as references like pictures of water, corals, and silhouettes of places prone to
flooding to emphasize the submerged and drowning quality of my paintings.
The role of color has evolved in my work for the past several years. From
straight out of the tube, saturated colors to more of a combination of bright colors with
muted variations. After thinking about my paintings I created, I realized that using only
bright colors tends to tune each other out but adding a darker muted color makes the
saturated paint stand out more. I have recently been using more blacks, violets, and
dark greens to add more to my paintings. The role of color has evoked more of the
depressive feel of the muted and dark areas. I had started drawing on the canvas with
charcoal, and I painted over it with blacks and greys giving it a smoky, hazy, and soft
effect of the face with the lingering charcoal underneath the paint layers.
My thoughts are organized digitally. The colors have a certain initial glow from
the use of a digital reference in my paintings. My relationship to the source picture is
capturing the face where the paint is taking over the head. Parts are in the stage of
disappearing and reappearing. With a combination of omitting features, the figure is
removed in segments of organic lines and sharp cutout points. Even with the digital
reference, all of the work is hand-done in my brain. Using my digitally manipulated
source images, I use the colors I create on the computer screen to start my paintings.
My beginning source images are a template and digital sketch to see how my painting
will look visually. At times, I completely change the original colors in the source image
to manipulate the colors and forms as much as possible.
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When I paint from a photograph, conscious thinking is eliminated. The
photograph is a perfect picture. It does not change; it is absolute, and therefore
autonomous, unconditional, devoid of style. I combine different pictures in photoshop
of ones I have taken or found to make a whole new image. This new image is then
turned into paintings of digitalized multimedia visual language in my work. Working
from photographic sources – shots from TV and video, images culled from magazines
and catalogs, and my photographs, I address subjects of our daily lives through a set of
pictures borrowed from the private and public spheres – the press, television, the
Internet.
I render my images by dissolving them in an unusual and rarefied light with the
slight anxiety that emanates from them. Sometimes the way I create my references are
randomly juxtaposed and multilayered images or images placed on top of one other
with deliberately illogical techniques, in which I combine original and appropriated
imagery, abstraction, and the human figure. I manipulate images by combining a
variety of different styles of recognizable and abstract imagery. My decision-making
process begins with one image, and I continue to add pieces from specific images I
acquired until the painting template feels complete. We have an endless abundance of
photos and pictures available to use, with everything being digitized and uploaded
daily. The colors I chose are added into my decision-making process and added and
removed as I digitally add more layers. I think about color schemes and using them
harmoniously, often using complementary colors and analogous colors. I can omit
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colors, change tones, saturation, and brightness levels before committing to a set idea
in my head by visually seeing a source image template.
Relating the sources of my images, I give the figure the most critical hues when
choosing colors. The portrait is the focal point and generally contrasting the
background, or in my most recent paintings, the figure is consumed by the paintings. It
is becoming more of a push and pulls where the figure becomes more difficult to tell
where it starts and ends.
The color relates to the portraiture by evoking the emotion that the portrait is
portraying. I use colors of blues, greens, and violets. I began to incorporate a large
amount of blacks in my paintings. Memories dictated the use of colors from memories
when I was a child. The colors I chose to relate to the portraiture I create by removing
natural skin tones' realistic qualities. The painting "Black Eye" is the most visually
distressed using colors of bruises of deep purples, blues, greens, and yellows; the
colors look less like everyday skin color. When I was in first grade, I played at my
childhood friend's house, who ran to get ice cream from an ice cream truck in the front
of the house. I stayed behind, by myself, and swung on the swing set, almost going
around the top, and fell face-first onto the bricks/stones layered underneath the swing;
I blacked out and was bleeding on everything. Pieces of brick were lodged into my face,
and I could not open my right eye. My friends were eating those ice creams with the
awful black, gumdrop eyes. "Black Eye" painting is a combination of a more intense
version of what it felt like and looked like. My black eye was closed shut for a month,
and I was unsure if I could see through it again. I would sit at home, pick the stone
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pieces out of my face, and pick at the scabs. This situation permanently affected my
vision—the focus of these distorted portraits translated into my art with a
concentration of harshness around the eyes. I created the painting area colors of
discoloration, x-rays, and scabs using yellow, red, purple, and green.
The content of my artwork has changed in response to my color choices. In the
beginning, my paintings showed a blank expression with what I consider to be dead
eyes with a flat, matte background color. I have always been close to my family,
especially my mom. I would always watch the weather channel with my mom; her
interest in the environment, storms, and world events developed my interest. I liked
watching the weather radars, especially when the weather was terrible, with all of the
colors and organic forms continually moving of blues and greens. Using the same
saturated colors of weather radars, I show the impression of movement, color
vibrations, swelling, and warping in my paintings. Weather radars made me interested
in the climate, temperature, and immediate surroundings that began to inform my
work.
My abstraction of the figure began to bring out the phenomenon that is called
Pareidolia. This refers to perceiving a specific, often meaningful image in a random or
ambiguous visual pattern like seeing faces in inanimate objects or abstract patterns.
The brain corrects the incomplete observations based on past experiences without,
however, giving accuracy and reality. The brain makes "predictions about what we will
see, based on our past experience, and then subtly projecting those expectations onto
what we see" (Robson). Human survival depends so heavily on others whether we
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need help or fear violence, we react quickly to understand their motives, so the brain is
wired to detect others whenever it can quickly (Robson). I make sure not to ignore
seeing shapes, faces, and patterns. By following my intuitions, my experience generates
a whole imaginative universe without limits. I let the figure guide the painting by giving
the subject a higher intensity but creating more of an atmospheric environment full of
emotion and soul that reaches the viewer.
In general, my work creates fluid meaning and frozen imagery of relationships,
paradoxes, denials, and reinforcements. Using controlled lighting and applying an
artificial blue computer screen color tone to staged arrangements suggest ordinary
beings and environments that use facial features as a subject and create other and
stranger meanings. I see an infinite number of things that I can reduce into separate
and well-conceived forms. I am often creating arrangements that show my interest in
tracking relationships between closely related forms. I take unrelated elements from
the external reality to create an unusual space by including organically shaped objects
and parts that look like more eyes. I appreciate the fluidity and transparency of the
painting medium through light glazes of blues, but I place a more significant burden on
it, exaggerating its qualities to transform the physical characteristics of the subjects I
choose to paint.
Some of the varied processes I have used to create my paintings started with
painting the background with a solid hue from a solid house paint color. Choosing the
color for the background was the first step in my process. I began with picking highly
saturated colors like bright yellows, oranges, and pinks. I painted the figure into the
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background with oil paint, keeping the solid color's flatness intact, blending the face
into the color. I begin painting with layers of thinned down paint with linseed oil and
solvent-free medium. As I build up layers of paint, I paint each stroke to build up the
painting. For the final step of my process, I apply thin glazes of almost transparent
colors to my paintings. In my newer work, I began varnishing my completed paintings
after six months of drying. It re-saturated the colors restoring the original colors. As
my work began to evolve, I started painting more of the canvas entirely with oil paint
by relying less on the flat, house paint background that took up more negative space.
Painting the figures started as minimal paintings, while most of the canvas was a flat
color.
The negative space I use has weight and mass that help define the subject and
has its most "effective visual impact when it forms an interesting or artistically
meaningful shape" (Suler). While I started painting with highly saturated colors, I
began toning down hues to let the saturated colors stand out more next to the grey and
black tones. Using blues in my paintings create moods and feelings: "Perhaps due to its
cold nature, blue can give off feelings of loneliness and isolation. Darker and richer
shades can be particularly evocative of sadness. Though its gentleness and sincerity
can be poignant, it can also call to mind feelings of grief "(Braam).
Thinking about color psychology and how color interacts with the viewer, I use
many blues, green and purple tones in my paintings. Color affects behaviors, moods,
and feelings and is "often deeply personal and rooted in your own experience or
culture" (Cherry). With the blues I incorporate into my paintings, the stark and
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abundant use of blue can become haunting and cold thinking about the future's
potential adverse events and trends. A haunting and cold feeling generally happens
when using the lighter tints, which tend to feel aloof. Depending on the painting, the
blues "can come across as emotionally blunt or even dangerous" (Braam). Using color
is a powerful communication tool and can signal action, influence mood, and even
influence physiological reactions.

Individual Works
Coral Bleaching
The warming planet means a warming ocean and a change in water
temperature, which causes corals to "bleach" white and die. Bleached corals look like
bones, and because temperature rise is the result of humans, I overlaid corals onto a
woman's face, like a mask, and depicted her face floating above water with dark blue
around her, submerged into her environment.

Ode to Ed
This piece is in memoriam of one of the artists who inspired my work. In
homage to Ed Paschke, I created this painting incorporating the same color schemes
and overall tone to the painting using greens and yellows but on a smaller scale of
8x10".
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Seduction
This painting is the allure and beauty that captivates us. Appearing underwater
and more serene, the warm colors are shown on the body's figure while the darker
colors of blues recede in the background. Parts of a hand are apparent in this piece
while showing more of the body and becoming involved in the background.

South Carolina
I incorporated a large amount of blacks in this painting. I had started the canvas
with charcoal and painted over it with blacks and greys giving it a smoky, hazy, and
soft effect of the face with the lingering charcoal underneath the paint layers. The
saturated colors on the face that appear to be dripping represent the state of South
Carolina. While the entire portrait is black and white, the state it represents is the only
amount of color.

Drowning
Observing the overcast sky reflected on the water, I began thinking about being
submerged in the water and drowning. After exploring the town of Paducah made me
interested in the murals painted on floodwalls depicting the history of the Paducah
area. From the ground level, it just looks like a wall. Standing on a higher vantage point,
I was able to see the water at nearly the top of the floodwalls. I felt that these
floodwalls could just spill over if the water level rises, drowning people.
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Black Eye
When I was in first grade, a couple of days before school started, I played at my
childhood friend's house, who ran to get ice cream from an ice cream truck in the front
of the house. I swung on the swing set and fell face-first onto the bricks/stones layered
underneath the swing; I blacked out and bled on everything. Pieces of brick were
lodged into my face, and I couldn't open my right eye. My friends were eating those ice
creams with the awful black, gumdrop eyes. This painting is a combination of a more
intense version of what it felt like and looked like. My black eye was closed shut for a
month, and I was unsure if I could see through it again. I would sit at home, pick the
stone pieces out of my face, and pick at the scabs. This situation permanently affected
my vision—the focus of these distorted portraits translated into my art with a
concentration of harshness around the eyes, painting areas that look like discoloration,
x-rays, and scabs.

Florida
I incorporated more realistic-looking eyes and rendered parts of the face along
with these solid colors. The eyes were closed or non-existent in other pieces, I
rendered these more realistic and to look not right at the viewer but past. I built up
three layers of the painting as semi-realistic, distorted, and flat. The silhouette of the
painting that defines the shape of the face represents Florida. I wondered about the
coastal states' sea level rise and water causing these locations to disappear potentially.
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Fire and Flood
Thinking about lack of air and the fear of drowning, I depicted a face dipping in
the water, trying to catch a breath of air, much like the feeling of water in the lungs and
the anxiety it brings.

Polyps
With the global pandemic we are in, I thought about polyps on corals and polyps
on the lungs from the Coronavirus. This painting was the first piece I finished after
losing my dad to Covid-19. I created the piece to represent a distorted version of him
and omitted most of the facial features leaving the emptiness of the background. The
title of my thesis show, "Disappear Here," represents the loss of my father. He died
unexpectedly, and I am showing the connection of those in our environment,
disappearing.

Mucus
I created this painting in response to the Coronavirus when it began to affect the
United States in 2020, thinking about restriction, scarcity, and not having enough. This
piece represents a person in isolation and quarantine. The flat areas of the background
are the confusion of the situation and represent colors of toilet paper, hand sanitizer,
and Clorox wipes that were scarce.
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Figure 1 - Announcement Poster, 11" x 17"

Figure 2 - Postcard Front and Back, 5x7”
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Figure 3 - Image List 1, 8.5x11”
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Figure 4 - Image List 2, 8.5x11”
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